
First Grade Daily Plans 
April 27th - May 1st
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For the this week we are going to continue 
reading the chapter book Flat Stanley: His 

Original Adventure. For two more days, you 
will be filling out a graphic organizer on the 
story elements in each chapter.Today, you 
will listen to Chapter 4 using the link below. 

After listening to chapter 4 you will go to your 
Seesaw account and click on Monday 

Reading 4/27. You will fill out the Chapter 
Number, the characters in this chapter, the 
setting of the chapter, the problem Stanley 
had in this chapter, how Stanley solved that 

problem, and the lesson or moral being 
taught in the chapter. If you need help 
reviewing the characters of a story, the 

setting of a story, the problem and solution of 
a story, and the central message or lesson of 
a story you can go back to our page and look 
at the different powerpoint videos that review 

these story elements.  
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Today in math, we will be moving on to 
"Standard Measurement", which means 
measuring with a ruler by inches. First, 

watch the "Standard Measurement" 
video below. Next, you will log on to 

Seesaw to complete today's activities. 
The first activity for you to complete is 
called "Measure the Pencils". Take a 

look at each pencil and the ruler next to 
it to identify how many inches each 

pencil is. Record your answer on your 
sheet and don't forget to write "inches" 

next to your answer. The second activity 
is called "Measure the Objects". Take a 
look at each object and the ruler next to 

it to identify how many inches each 
object is. Record your answer on your 
sheet and don't forget to write "inches" 

next to your answer. For an extra 
practice this week, there is a "Place 
Value Detective" sheet you can do to 

review and practice place value.
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Today, you will listen to Chapter 5 
using the link below. After listening to 
chapter 5 you will go to your Seesaw 

account and click on Wednesday 
Reading 4/29. You will fill out the 

Chapter Number, the characters in 
this chapter, the setting of the 

chapter, the problem Stanley had in 
this chapter, how Stanley solved that 

problem, and the lesson or moral 
being taught in the chapter. If you 

need help reviewing the characters 
of a story, the setting of a story, the 
problem and solution of a story, and 
the central message or lesson of a 
story you can go back to our page 
and look at the different powerpoint 

videos that review these story 
elements.  
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Today in math, we will be continuing 
out study of "Standard 

Measurement", which means 
measuring with a ruler by inches. 

First, watch the "BrainPop Jr" video 
on standard measurement. Next, you 

will log on to Seesaw to complete 
today's activities. The first activity for 

you to complete is just called 
"Measurement". Take a look at each 

object and the ruler next to it to 
identify how many inches each object 
is. Record your answer on your sheet 
and don't forget to write "inches" next 
to your answer. The second activity is 
called "Measure to the Nearest Inch". 
Take a look at each line and the ruler 
next to it to identify how many inches 
each line is. Record your answer on 
your sheet and don't forget to write 

"inches" next to your answer. For an 
extra practice this week, you may do 
the "Place Value Detective" activity 

from Tuesday if you have not 
completed it yet.
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We hope you enjoyed listening to Flat 
Stanley: His Orginal Adventure. Today 
we are going to fill out some character 

traits about Stanley. If you go and watch 
the powerpoint about Characters, the 

link is below, it will review what 
character traits are. After reviewing that 
powerpoint go to your Seesaw account, 

find Friday Reading 5/1, and you will 
type in or write in 5 character traits 
about Stanley. Try to think of some 

character traits that are inside Stanley 
not just his outward character traits.

 

Flat Stanley Ch. 4 Flat Stanley Ch. 5 Characters
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Today we will be looking at 3 different types 
of sentences.  Please watch the video link for 

a power point about 3 different types of 
sentences.  Once you have finished the 

power point, please log into your Seesaw 
account and do your assignment labeled 

Types of Sentences - Monday, April 27th.  
Don't forget to submit it to your teacher.  
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Today we are going to review the 3 
types of sentences.  Please review 

the 3 types of sentences by watching 
the Brainpop Jr. video link below.  

Once you finished the video take the 
Easy/Hard Quiz on the video.  Lastly, 

go into your Seesaw account and 
find the assignment labled Types of 
Sentences - Wednesday, April 29th.  

Remember to submit your 
assignment to your teacher.  
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Today you will show your teacher what 
you have learned about writing and 
identifying the 3 types of sentences.  
Today you will write 2 statements, 2 

questions, and 2 exclamantory 
sentences.  That makes a total of 6 

sentences.  Remember your sentences 
should have proper capitalization with 
the appropriate end mark.  Remember 

to make your sentences detailed.  Make 
your teacher's heart happy by going 
above and beyond.  Believe in your 

abitilities to do more.  We know you can 
because we believe in you!

Standard Measurement Video Link BrainPop Jr - Inches and Feet video
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This week in Science we will continue 
with our Earth Space Science Unit by 

learning about Space. Please select the 
Mystery Science link below and watch 
the mini lesson titled "Has A Shooting 

Star Ever Landed On Someone?". After 
you watch the mini lesson please select 
the Studies Weekly link below and log 
into your account. Today you are going 
to work on Week 7 Earth Space Science 
- Space. Please read: "Space", "Daytime 

Sky" and "Nightime Sky".
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Today in Science we will continue 
with our Earth Space Science Unit by 
learning about Space. Please select 

the Studies Weekly link below and log 
into your account. Today you are 
going to continue Week 7 Earth 

Space Science - Space. Please read: 
"A Telescope" and "Look and Learn". 

For extra practice, you can do the 
activity on "Do and Learn". Once you 

complete the reading activities, 
please select the Blue "Take Test" 
button and take the test on Week 7.

Types of Sentences Power Point Brainpop Jr. Types of Sentences Seesaw Link
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This week in Social Studies we will be 
learning about Communities. Please select 
the Studies Weekly link below and log in to 
your account. Today you are going to start 
Week 25 - Communities. Please read and 
answer the questions for: "Communities", 

"Different Communities", "Hot Communities", 
and "Cold Communities". Remember that 

each section that you read has three 
questions to answer before you move on to 

the nexrt section. Take your time to read and 
answer each question.
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Today in Social Studies we will 
continue to learn about 

Communities. Please select the 
Studies Weekly link below and log in 
to your account. Today you are going 
to conttinue Week 25 - Communities. 

Please read and answer the 
questions for: "Sunshine or Rain" 

and "Keeping Homes Comfortable". 
Remember that each section that 
you read has three questions to 

answer before you move on to the 
nexrt section. Take your time to read 

and answer each question.
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Today in Social Studies we will continue 
to learn about Communities. Please 
select the Studies Weekly link below 
and log in to your account. Today you 

are going to continue Week 25 - 
Communities. Please read and answer 

the questions for: "Food in Florida", 
"Food in Alaske" and "Good Job" 

Remember that each section that you 
read has three questions to answer 

before you move on to the nexrt section. 
Take your time to read and answer each 

question. After you complete todays 
assignment, please select the Blue 

"Take Test" button and take the test for 
Week 25.

Mystery Science Link

Studies Weekly Link Science Studies Weekly Link Social Studies Weekly Link Science Studies Weekly Link Social Studies Weekly Link

https://www.loom.com/share/b8366ab5b57c43bb8326b9c73ab63166
https://www.loom.com/share/e9d09d1ed98841d08515b3b94ecf76a9
https://www.loom.com/share/f88053c1941941a09b0330110f91082b
https://www.loom.com/share/468b752b5c7b4e7eb17d96bf4e512095
https://jr.brainpop.com/math/measurement/inchesandfeet/
https://www.loom.com/share/6ea1d9f6703149c68089ed2a0aff74cf
https://jr.brainpop.com/readingandwriting/sentence/typesofsentences/
http://www.seesaw.com
https://mysteryscience.com/mini-lessons/shooting-stars?code=3c6c7fb06b3a04a581f3283f93295493
https://www.studiesweekly.com/
https://app.studiesweekly.com/online/publications/102696/units/109569#/articles/109571
https://app.studiesweekly.com/online/publications/137947/units/138329#/articles/145156
https://app.studiesweekly.com/online/publications/102696/units/109569#/articles/109571
https://app.studiesweekly.com/online/publications/137947/units/138329#/articles/145156

